
 

 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  February 11, 2022 

TO:  Woody Deloria | El Dorado County Transportation Commission 

FROM:  Jim Damkowitch | DKS Associates 
Josh Pilachowski | DKS Associates 
Yu Hong Hwang | DKS Associates                                                                              

SUBJECT:  SR 49 Confluence Parking Assessment and Roadway Safety Audit 

INTRODUCTION 

This memo summarizes the field review conducted on October 22, 2021, and the roadway safety 
assessment (RSA), performed on January 28, 2022 along SR 49. The field review included an 
evaluation of parking capacity and safety along the segment. The RSA looked at the feasibility of an 
expanded shuttle service to serve Auburn State Recreation Area.  

STUDY AREA 

The study area is shown in Figure 
1 and runs along SR 49 from 
Lincoln Way in Auburn to 
Georgetown Road in Cool. The Post 
Mile (PM) starts at 2.35 in Placer 
County to PM 34.5 in El Dorado 
County. The segments were split as 
follows: 

• Segment 1 (PM 2.35 to 1.75) 

• Segment 2 (PM 1.75 to 0.0) 

• Segment 3 (PM 38.2 to 36.5) 

• Segment 4 (PM 36.5 to 34.5)  

Existing transit and shuttle service 
stops are also shown. 

FIGURE 1: STUDY AREA IN SEGMENTS 
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FIELD REVIEW AND ROADWAY SAFETY AUDIT 

DKS staff performed a field review of parking locations along SR-49 between Auburn and Cool on 
Friday, October 22, 2021 under clear, partly sunny/cloudy conditions. A follow-up roadway safety 
audit (RSA) including stakeholders from county and state agencies was performed Friday, January 
28, 2022 to consider feasibility and challenges of parking locations for an expanded shuttle service. 
The conditions were mostly clear, with minimal clouds towards the end of the visit. The RSA itinerary 
and historical collision history is provided in Attachment 1. 

Team members that joined the RSA (most shown in Figure 2) were: 

• El Dorado County Board of Supervisors: Supervisor Lori Parlin 

• El Dorado Transit: Matt Mauk 

• Placer County Public Works: Amber Conboy 

• Caltrans: Darryl Chambers, Tim Yassa 

• State Parks: Jim Michaels, Erik Taylor 

• DKS Associates: Josh Pilachowski, Yu Hong Hwang 

 

FIGURE 2: RSA FIELD KICK-OFF MEETING 
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SEGMENT 1: PM 2.35 TO 1.75  

Segment 1 is between Lincoln Way and the Vista Point and is shown in Figure 4. This 2-lane 
segment was recently re-paved.  

There is limited access to the trail network along this segment, apart from the Robie Point 
Firebreak Trail near the end of the segment. 

A 5-year review of collision history found no concerning collision pattern along this segment, with 
the majority of collision at or near the segment occurring within the City of Auburn. 

There appears to be 600 feet of older pavement along the eastbound segment. Figure 3 illustrates 
the windy road along with the canyon/steep drop-offs in this segment. 

 

FIGURE 3: PHOTO OF SR 49 NEAR LINCOLN WAY SIGNAL WB (LEFT) AND EB (RIGHT) 

There are minimal shoulders, approximately 0-2 foot paved shoulders on both sides. The canyon/hill 
is along the westbound lane, while there are guardrails, metal delineators and steep drop-offs along 
the eastbound lane. There are a couple of residential driveways in this segment, which have “No 
Parking” signs.   
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FIGURE 4: STUDY SEGMENT  1
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There is an asphalt/paved pullout area near PM 2.15, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

FIGURE 5: PHOTO OF SR 49 PULLOUT AREA NEAR PM 2.15 HEADING EASTBOUND 

The asphalt pavement is cracked, but there is a large area available for parallel and perpendicular 
parking. This area would be able to accommodate 10 vehicles.  

This area was not considered as a shuttle stop due to a lack of trail access. 

There is another pull-out located near PM 2.0 that had the Auburn State Recreational Sign as shown 
in Figure 6. 
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FIGURE 6: PHOTO OF SR 49 NEAR PM 2.0 ALONG EASTBOUND 

This area is mostly gravel and appeared to be adjacent to an abandoned house. This pullout would 
be able to accommodate 12 vehicles. 

This area was not considered as a promising potential host for a shuttle stop due to a lack of trail 
access. 

There is a parking lot located near PM 1.8 for the Robie Point Fire Break Trail shown in Figure 7. 
There are multiple hikes and bike routes starting at this point. The lot is located within a series of 
horizontal curves and a steep slope to the north, creating limited sight distance for eastbound 
vehicles to enter/exit the main lot and for many of the adjacent small informal pull-outs. 

This is a large, paved lot that is able to accommodate approximately 20 vehicles. This location was 
identified as a potential shuttle stop due to its size, popularity, and access to the local trail system. 
Since the small pullouts on the north side of the road were ruled out for safety concerns, a floating 
bus stop was considered, allowing the existing parking to remain with a defined space for a shuttle 
directly adjacent to SR 49. The shuttle would access the pullout from either direction, however there 
were concerns identified that during higher traffic times, a significant eastbound queue could form 
while the shuttle waited for a safe time to enter the lot. One possible solution to this would involve 
a slight widening of the roadway and the introduction of a short left-turn pocket and merge lane. 

Whether or not the shuttle is implemented, State Parks representatives expressed an interest in 
formalizing the parking situation at the lot and charging day use fees. 
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FIGURE 7: PHOTO OF ROBIE POINT FIRE TRAIL PARKING LOT ALONG EASTBOUND ALIGNMENT. 

RSA CONCLUDED A FLOATING SHUTTLE STOP HERE COULD BE FEASIBLE. 

 
FIGURE 8: PHOTOS TAKEN FROM BOTH (LEFT: SOUTH OPPOSING PULLOUT, RIGHT: NORTH 

OPPOSING PULLOUT) POSSIBLE PULLOUTS ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE LOOKING BOTH WAYS ALONG 

THE ROADWAY. BOTH HAVE RESTRICTIVE SIGHT DISTANCES IN NEED OF REMEDIATION.   
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SEGMENT 2: PM 1.75 TO PM 0.0 

This segment is between the Vista Point and the SR193 juncture and is shown in Figure 10. The SR 
49/193 Juncture occurs at the SR 49 bridge, which splits Placer County and El Dorado County. The 
American River Confluence is located slightly north of the juncture.  This segment appears to be 
recently paved from PM 1.4 to 0.93. 

There is Vista Point near PM 1.67 overlooking the canyon and American River as shown in Figure 9. 
This is located between two curves which creates limited sight distance to enter/exit the area for 
both directions.  

A review of the 5-year collision history revealed no areas with excessive, directly remediable 
collisions. 

 

FIGURE 9: PHOTO OF SR 49 VISTA POINT NEAR PM 1.67 HEADING EASTBOUND 

The pullout area has cracked asphalt pavement and gravel closer to the guardrail. This is a large 
area that should be able to accommodate 15 vehicles.  

Due to the lack of trail access at this paved pullout, this area was not considered as a promising 
potential host for a shuttle stop. 

There are a few pullouts/turnouts along this segment near the American River Park Ranger Station. 
These are short gravel pullouts that may accommodate 1-2 vehicles. Figure 11 illustrates the Park 
Access Trail across from the Ranger Station.  
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FIGURE 10: STUDY SEGMENT 2 
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FIGURE 11: PHOTO OF SR 49 ACROSS FROM RANGER STATION HEADING EASTBOUND 

Visitors are prohibited from parking at this trailhead; parking is allowed at five public parking spaces 
located at the Ranger Station parking lot. Any overflow visitors attempt to park at short 
pullouts/turnouts along this segment to access the trail. The representatives from State Parks 
discouraged using the Ranger Station as a shuttle stop despite being adjacent to a trailhead given a 
lack of suitable space. 

Given the lack of configurable space at the ranger station and its proximity to other possible shuttle 
stops, this area was not considered a promising potential host for a shuttle stop. This determination 
was supported by State Parks. 

The next parking lot is located near PM 1.18 shown in Figure 12. This lot provides access to the 
Canyon Creek, and a view of a small waterfall on the westbound side of the roadway. The lot is 
located between two windy curves that create limited sight distance to enter/exit the area from either 
direction. 
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FIGURE 12: PHOTO OF SR 49 AT CANYON CREEK HEADING EASTBOUND 

This pullout is not paved; it is a mix of dirt and gravel. This lot should be able to accommodate 12 
vehicles. 

This parking area accesses no trails, has limited sight distance, and only offers a view of the waterfall. 
Paving the area for a formal vista point is possible, but the site was not considered as a promising 
potential host for a shuttle stop.  

There are short pullouts along the segment, some that would be able to fit 1-2 vehicles, others that 
may be able to fit 5 vehicles. The next large pullout is located near PM 0.7 in the eastbound direction 
shown in Figure 13. There is a smaller pullout in the westbound direction that is paved and should 
be able to accommodate 5 vehicles. 
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FIGURE 13: PHOTO OF SR 49 NEAR PM 0.7 HEADING EASTBOUND 

This is a paved lot that should be able to accommodate 10 vehicles. These pullouts may be due to 
the Western States Trail located near PM 0.5 which prohibits parking at the gate. There is an 
additional pullout in the westbound direction near the gate.  

This area was deemed unlikely to be suitable for a shuttle stop. However, a well-worn social trail lies 
just beyond the guardrail. (A photo from along the trail looking up is included as Figure 14). Work 
by State Parks to formalize the community trail, or efforts to offer pedestrian access to the gate at 
Point 52, could eventually provide sufficient reasons to add this location as a shuttle stop, however 
it was considered a low priority location. 
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FIGURE 14: VIEW LOOKING TOWARDS PAVED LOT FROM ALONG COMMUNITY TRAIL 

 

FIGURE 15: GATE AT POINT 52 AND SIGN OF TURNING RESTRICTION AT POINT 52 GATE 

Access to the gate at Point 52, shown in Figure 15, was also investigated. Egress from the gated 
area was allowed in only one direction and was angled sharply, which was not conducive for use as 
a shuttle stop. The pullout across from the gate was too small to host a shuttle and had short sight 
distances due to its position at a bend. Hikers would also need to cross Route 49, since the side of 
the highway with the gate had no room to host a shuttle stop. The opposing pullout is shown in 
Figure 16. Because of the multiple safety concerns, this location was not considered as a suitable 
location for a shuttle stop.  
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FIGURE 16: PULLOUT ACROSS FROM POINT 52 GATE. THERE IS LIMITED SPACE FOR A SHUTTLE 

AT THIS AREA. 
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SEGMENT 3: PM 38.2 TO PM 36.5 

This segment begins at the El Dorado County line to PM 36.5, east of the Quarry and is shown in 
Figure 18. The segment/county line starts at the SR 49 bridge. If travelers continue eastbound onto 
Old Foresthill Road, there is a Self-Pay Kiosk to access Auburn State Park and Lake 
Clementine/Confluence Trailheads. However, the study area continues along SR 49/SR193 heading 
southeast.  

After discussion with Mark James the Park Ranger, he mentioned from spring to fall, there are 
approximately 300 crossing of the SR 49 bridge on weekends. Visitors frequently move the A-signs 
(No Parking) and are willing to pay the parking ticket to access the Confluence swimming hole and 
Calcutta Trailhead. The vast majority of traffic is from Auburn heading eastbound on SR 49, not 
westbound. 

A five-year collision history review found many collisions were guardrail strikes; the segment is 
winding with several hairpin turns. Addition of reflective elements could help drivers avoid the 
guardrail in low-visibility conditions. 

Concerns about the number of pedestrians crossing the road near the intersection of SR 49 and Old 
Foresthill Road despite no marked pedestrian crossing opportunities nearby led to participants voicing 
concerns that the area should be made more pedestrian friendly. Ideas included widening the SR 49 
bridge or creating a separate pedestrian bridge, both of which would need to be further explored to 
determine cost as feasibility. Making the SR 49 and Old Foresthill Road intersection into an all-way 
stop with marked crosswalks was also discussed. At present, the only stop-controlled leg is SR 49 
going westbound, which is a higher-volume approach. SRA visitors were seen crossing Old Foresthill 
Road, which is not stop controlled at the intersection, to access a trail and parking on the opposite 
side. An image of the intersection and bridge, as well as a nearby trail on the opposite side which 
hikers were seen crossing to access during the RSA, are included as Figure 17. 

 

FIGURE 17: LEFT, A VIEW OF THE BRIDGE AND SR 49 OLD FORESTHILL ROAD INTERSECTION. 

RIGHT, VIEW OF A TRAIL NEAR THE INTERSECTION OPPOSITE THE STOP SIGN. 
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FIGURE 18: STUDY SEGMENT 3 
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Crossing the bridge into El Dorado County, there is parallel parking along the eastbound direction as 
shown in Figure 19. 

 
FIGURE 19: PHOTO OF SR 49 NEAR PM 38.2 HEADING EASTBOUND 

There is parking for approximately 1000 feet, which should be able to accommodate 40 vehicles 
parallel parked. This area, close to the confluence, is already a well-used U-turn spot and marked for 
passenger loading and unloading only. There is ample room for this area to be configured into a 
shuttle stop. 

At this time, formal access to the ranger and restroom facilities on the other side of the bridge is not 
pedestrian friendly. Certain improvements that would help were discussed in the introduction of this 
section. One other change participants discussed was the introduction of day-use fees in El Dorado 
County and making payment uniform across the area. Demand is currently much higher in the free 
El Dorado County spaces than the paid Placer County spaces.  
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The next parking lot is located near PM 37.9 for Quarry Trail. There is a short gravel road to access 
this parking on the westbound side. The Quarry Trail parking lot includes a Self-Pay Kiosk as well.  

 
FIGURE 20: PHOTO OF QUARRY TRAIL PARKING NEAR PM 37.9 

There are several “No Parking” signs along the access road, but visitors typically park at any open 
space. This lot should be able to accommodate 20 vehicles, and a section of the access road, capable 
of holding roughly 10 vehicles, allows parking. 

The addition of a shuttle stop on SR 49 at the entrance to the lot was identified as the favored 
recommendation, however it would only provide service in the westbound direction. Figure 21 shows 
the entrance to the Quarry Trail parking area. There was also discussion of expanding the parking 
area to host parking and adding a shuttle turnaround by excavating land toward SR 49 and bracing 
the hillside with a retaining wall, but there were concerns of cost and how much additional parking 
would be gained.  

There is a trail on the opposite side of the access road to the Quarry Trail parking area. Area visitors 
were seen crossing the road at this location. Addition of a marked crosswalk and push-button 
activated flashing beacon were discussed to formalize the crossing to make it more pedestrian-
friendly. 
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FIGURE 21: A VIEW OF THE ENTRANCE TO THE OLD LIMESTONE QUARRY PARKING LOT. 

RECONFIGURATION INTO A SHUTTLE STOP SEEMED FEASIBLE. 

This site is also roughly a third of a mile from the confluence and located on the opposite side of the 
road. One potential shuttle routing option discussed included pairing the confluence and quarry areas 
to provide bidirectional service, with a westbound stop located at the Quarry lot and an eastbound 
stop located at the confluence. If this option were selected, formal pedestrian facilities and protected 
crossing opportunities, which rough assessment of roadway infrastructure found preliminarily 
feasible, would need to be created. A possible idea discussed during the RSA was creating a parking-
protected path at the U-turn area. Other areas would be widened as needed to create a full pedestrian 
path. All agency representatives seemed generally approving of the pedestrian infrastructure 
upgrades.  
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FIGURE 22: VIEW OF PARALLEL PARKING JUST AFTER CONFLUENCE. MOVING PARKING TOWARDS 

THE ROADWAY COULD ALLOW FOR A PARKING-PROTECTED PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY. 

The rest of this segment is a windy road with limited pullout/turnout areas. There is a paved pullout 
area at the hairpin curve, near PM 37.2. The site may be used as a refuge area for emergency 
response vehicles. This lot can accommodate up to 8 vehicles. Due to the sharp curve the site was 
not considered as a promising potential host for a shuttle stop. 
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SEGMENT 4: PM 36.5 TO 34.5 

This segment is between PM 36.5 and the SR 49/Georgetown Road juncture in Cool, CA and is shown 
in Figure 24. This segment is mostly straight and does not have windy curves. The Teichert 
Aggregates – Cool Cave Quarry is located near PM 35.9. The access point for the Wendell Robie Trail 
is adjacent to the Cool Cave Quarry entrance.  

There is limited trail access here, and the shuttle is not expected to serve a small PG&E station access 
trail. Concerns were also raised about a “equestrian crossing” area near the town; however, the 
shuttle will not be expected to serve these trails as they are very close to Cool. 

 

FIGURE 23: EQUESTRIAN CROSSING SIGN NEAR COOL 

A five-year collision history examination found most collisions took place within Cool and not along 
the segment. 

The segment is host to a driveway for a quarry; large numbers of trucks were observed along the 
segment. Discussion of the future of the segment also mentioned that quarry management had 
previously submitted plans to realign SR 49 to access the rock beneath the highway. 
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FIGURE 24: STUDY SEGMENT 4 
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The next pullout area is located near PM 35.5 along the eastbound side as shown in Figure 25. 

 

FIGURE 25: PHOTO OF SR 49 PARKING NEAR PM 35.5 

This half paved/half gravel lot should be able to accommodate 8 vehicles. Given the lack of trail 
access, this site was not considered as a promising potential host for a shuttle stop. 
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The Wendell T Robie Trail access is located near Aaron Cool Drive. This trail is mainly used for 
mountain biking. There are two gravel lots along Aaron Cool Drive as shown in Figure 26. 

 

FIGURE 26: PHOTO OF AARON COOL DR PARKING NEAR PM 35.0 

These gravel/dirt lots should be able to accommodate 10 vehicles each. After Aaron Cool Drive, SR 
49 heads into Cool, CA. There are a few parking lots for commercial near Georgetown Road. 

State Parks representatives offered to examine using existing State Parks roadway and land to offer 
an interim parking area for a pilot shuttle. State Parks also expressed an interest in “taking another 
look” at their general plan to see if a long-term parking solution and shuttle staging area could be 
incorporated. 

Another point of conversation was the previous possible existence of a park-and-ride at the Holiday 
Market in Cool. There was a park-and-ride lot that had been converted into a private lot, and that 
there continues to be sensitivities regarding recreational visitors using the lot for day use. This would 
need to be considered if a parking/staging area for a future shuttle service was considered at this 
location.  

TRANSIT ROUTES 

There is an existing bus routes in Auburn, and a transit shuttle service within the study area: the 
Auburn Loop bus and the Confluence Route shuttle. The Auburn Loop travels around Auburn and 
along Borland Avenue/Lincoln Way every hour.  

Confluence Route is a seasonal shuttle that travels around Auburn and along SR 49 to the American 
River Confluence every two hours, only between April and October, Friday to Sunday. The Confluence 
shuttle currently only serves Auburn and does not continue east on SR 49 past the North Fork 
American River, returning to Auburn instead via Old Foresthill Road and Foresthill Road. 
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SUMMARY 

EXISTING FACILITIES 

There are many parking lots and pullouts located within the study area, providing existing parking 
capacity and possible opportunities for safe shuttle stops along SR 49. The number and capacity of 
the lots is summarized in Table 1. The largest lots are located in Segment 3, nearby the confluence, 
and represent the highest demand parking locations by the Calcutta Falls and Quarry Road trailheads. 
There are no more formalized lots further east, and the pullout capacity is much lower in Segments 
3 and 4, which will probably result in fewer opportunities for shuttle stops. Segment 1 and Segment 
2 have more regular pull-out locations as there are more trailheads and vista points located west of 
the confluence, providing options for park-and-ride opportunities. 

TABLE 1: LOT AND PARKING CAPACITY BY SEGMENT 

IDENTIFIED SHUTTLE IMPROVEMENTS 

Based upon the findings of the field review and Road Safety Audit, the following improvements were 
identified to support shuttle service along SR 49: 

•  Robie Point Fire Break Trailhead Lot (Segment 1) 

o Addition of a floating bidirectional bus stop 

o Road widening and restriping to provide an eastbound left-turn pocket and 
acceleration/merge lane 

The RSA showed that with some work, the physical space to offer shuttle stops, expand service, and 
alleviate the parking situation at the confluence is available. The existing Confluence Route shuttle 
could potentially provide expanded service, extending east to the Quarry Road parking lot, or to Cool, 
given that the current round trip only takes 90 minutes, with a bus departing every 2 hours. 
Alternatively, an on-demand shuttle departing from Cool and serving the portion of the route not 
currently served by the Confluence shuttle and a transfer point at the Confluence could provide 
comprehensive service to the whole study area. 

 PARKING 
LOTS 

LOT 
CAPACITY PULL OUTS PULL OUT 

CAPACITY 
TOTAL 

CAPACITY 

SEGMENT 1 2 24 3 26 50 

SEGMENT 2 1 12 6 42 54 

SEGMENT 3 2 90 3 12 102 

SEGMENT 4 0 0 2 15 15 

TOTAL 5 126 14 95 221 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

 

Roadway Safety Audit Plan Memorandum 



 

 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  January 26, 2022 

TO:  Woody Deloria | El Dorado County Transportation Commission 

FROM:  Josh Pilachowski | DKS Associates                                                                             
Jim Damkowitch | DKS Associates                                                                              

SUBJECT:  SR49 Confluence Roadway Safety Audit-Lite Assessment  

This memo summarizes the preparation for performing a Roadway Safety Audit field review for 
January 28, 2022, along SR49.  

INTRODUCTION 

STUDY AREA 

The study area along SR49 from 
Lincoln Way in Auburn to Georgetown 
Road in Cool has been segmented 
onto four distinct sub-segments. The 
Post Mile (PM) starts at 2.35 in Placer 
County to PM 34.5 in El Dorado 
County. The sub-segments are as 
follows: 

 Segment 1   (PM 2.35 to 1.75) 

 Segment 2   (PM 1.75 to 0.0) 

 Segment 3   (PM 38.2 to 36.5) 

 Segment 4   (PM 36.5 to 34.5) 

Existing transit and shuttle service 
stops are also shown. 

 

 

FIGURE 1: STUDY AREA IN SEGMENTS 
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RSA-LITE 

1. Date / Time and Logistics 
a. Meeting Location / Prep for Field Review  

 

2. Team members 
 
Board of Supervisors:  Supervisor Parlin  
El Dorado Transit:   Matt Mauk 
EDCTC:    Woody Deloria 
PC PW: Amber Conboy 
DKS:     Josh Pilachowski, Yu Hong Hwang 
Caltrans: Darryl Chambers, Tim Yassa��
State Parks: Jim Michaels, Erik Taylor  

 
 

3. Desired Outcomes 
i. Where are good locations to provide formalized parking spaces on SR 49  
ii. Where are good locations for shuttle stops on SR 49 
iii. What is needed to make it easier or safer to cross SR 49 (as a Ped and/or Driver) 
iv. Where do or would you cross SR 49 after crossings are improved?   
v. What is needed to make it easier or safer to cross SR 49 (as a Ped and/or Driver) 
 

4. How to Prepare (No Rain Expected) 
a. Safety Equipment (Vests mandatory, boots and hardhats optional). 
b. Transportation (by preference, individual drivers) 
c. Material available for review (DKS to provide review handout). 

 

5. Itinerary  
a. 9:30 to 10:30 AM    Introductions & Prep for the Field Review: 

i. Meet at Starbucks (392 Elm Ave) 
ii. Review objectives and proposed itinerary for Field Review  
iii. Drive full segment and meet in Cool before driving/walking each segment 

1. Focus 90% of time near parking, pull-out areas, or intersections   
2. Review Roles in Field (see items 6), and during follow-up session (see 

5.f below)  
iv. Review traffic & crash data  (see summary on page 3) 

 
b. 10:30 to 11:30 - Field Review of Segment 4 (See Segment Map) 
c. 11:30 to 12:30 - Field Review of Segment 3 (See Segment Map)  

 

Lunch (at Los Establos | Méxican Restaurant or TBD)  
 

d. 1:30 to 2:30  Field Review of Segment 2 (See Segment Map) 
e. 2:30 to 3:30  Field Review of Segment 1 (See Segment Map) 

 
f. Complete Field Review 
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g. 3:30 to 4:00  
i. Compile input from all Team members 
ii. Plan next actions:    

1. Record of RSA including draft list of input & photos 
2. All to review Input collected (to ensure completeness and accuracy) 
3. Decide if night-time or other conditions need to be observed 
4. Review plan for Public Workshop 

a. Decide if any RSA findings should be shared at the Workshop 
 

6. Roles  
a. Co-Leads 
b. Photographer (DKS staff – all can take photos as desired) 
c. Note-Taking (all to take notes during RSA but DKS will summarize afterward) 
d. Scribe for compilation of input from Field Review (DKS) 

 
 
CRASHES within CORRIDOR 
 

   <> Source:  SWITRS   
   <> 5 years (2016 thru 2020)  
 
   <>  Data reflects crashes reported along SR 49 Segment 1 and near SR49   
 

TOTAL:  41  
PDO:   30 

  INJURY:  10 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 1 
 
 
   AT INTERSECTIONS (8 at Lincoln Way, 2 at Jordan Lane)   
   

TOTAL:     10  
PDO:   8 

  INJURY:  1 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 0 
 
 
   WITHIN SEGMENTS 
 

TOTAL:  31  
PDD:   22 

  INJURY:  9 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 1 
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   <> Data reflects crashes reported along SR 49 Segment 2 and near SR49  
 

TOTAL:  38  
PDO:   26 

  INJURY:  11 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 1 
 
   AT INTERSECTIONS (1 at Old Foresthill Road)   
   

TOTAL:     1  
PDO:   1 

  INJURY:  0 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 0 
 
 
   WITHIN SEGMENTS 
   

TOTAL:  37  
PDO:   25 

  INJURY:  11 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 1 
 
 
   <> Data reflects crashes reported along SR 49 Segment 3 and near SR49   
 

TOTAL:  61 
PDO:   36 

  INJURY:  22 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 3 
 
 
   AT INTERSECTIONS (1 at Quarry Trail)  
   

TOTAL:  1 
PDO:   0  

 INJURY:  0 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 1 
 
 
   WITHIN SEGMENTS 
 

TOTAL:  60 
PDO:   36  

  INJURY:  22 
  FATAL:  2 
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  <> Data reflects crashes reported along SR 49 Segment 4 and near SR49   
 

TOTAL:  37 
PDO:   23  

  INJURY:  9 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 5 
 
 
   AT INTERSECTIONS (2 at Aaron Cool Road, 2 at Georgetown Road/SR 193) 
   

TOTAL:  4 
PDO:   3 

  INJURY:  0 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 1 
 
 
   WITHIN SEGMENTS 
 

TOTAL:  33 
PDO:   20  

  INJURY:  9 
  FATAL/SEVERE: 4 
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